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 Completely sequenced eukaryotic organisms: 20% to 40% of the predicted genes have no assigned 

function (Hanson et al., 2010). 

 Plant model Arabidopsis: around of  5000 orphan genes according to the TAIR v10. 

gene modules represent an excellent framework to infer new 

functions to genes and to go toward regulatory networks 

Context and Background 

Limit: Each gene can be involved in different biological processes 

and can interact with different functional partners 
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 Identification and characterization of modules involved in stress response. 

 Function inference of  orphan genes. 

AIMS 



Dataset 

GEM2Net: a new CATdb module (Cf poster 122) 

 

 Goal: provide a global overview of the co-expression modules responding to stress. 

 Data: a set of CATMA experiments of Arabidopsis transcriptome across 18 different 

stress categories. 

 Method: model-based clustering for each stress category 

 Results: ~700 clusters of coexpression. 
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